
Mountains and mountaineering in South
Korea
KimJeong-tai

Outline
Korea is geomorphologically characterized by abundant hills and mountains,
which occupy nearly 70% of its territory. Low hills, mostly located in the Sand W,
give way gradually to increasingly higher mountains toward the E and the N, the
highest terrain rising in the NE area. On the whole, the Wand S slopes of the
Korean peninsula are gentle with various f1atlands, low hills and basins developed
along several large rivers, while the E slope is quite steep with no significant rivers
and plains because mountains are everywhere close to the E coast. The Wand S
coasts are repeatedly indented and there are innumerable islands, while the E
coastline is generally srraight with few islands.

The Korean mountains rise in ranges in 2 major directions which form the
skeleton of the peninsula. The most remarkable range is the Taebaek Mountains,
which run in a N-S (or peninsular) direction along the E coast. It constitutes the
drainage divide between the Wand the E slopes. Mt Seorak (1708m) and Mt
Taebaek (I546m) are located along this dividing ridge. The former in particular is
renowned for its beauty with various spectacular landforms carved out of granite
masses: a series of rocky pinnacles rising into the sky, deep and narrow canyons
bordered by nearly vertical granite walls, various well-developed joint systems
shown in the valleys in terms of boulders, larger blocks of rock, numerous
waterfalls, cascades and rapids along clean srreams and so on.

The peninsula is a rather stable land mass in spite of its proximity to the
Japanese archipelago so that Korea has neither active volcanoes nor significant
earthquakes nowadays. However, there are some extinct ones like Mts Baekdu and
Seongin-bong, which are believed to have been formed during late Tertiary or
early Quarternary. The former is famous for its enormous crater lake called
Cheonji, meaning 'Heavenly Lake'. Mt Halla (I 950m) on Cheju Island, the highest
peak in S Korea, has a record of eruption as recent as sometime in the middle of
Koryo Dynasty period. It has become a typical attraction for alpinists as well as
tourists from abroad.

Mountaineering around the capital
Although Seoul, the capital for the last 6 centuries, now has a large population of
7.5 million, it is not a city on a plain but a park-like metropolis handsomely
crouched among hills and mountains. In its centre is Namsan Hill (212m) standing
like a watch-tower. Facing this hill are the successive peaks of Mt Bukhan (836m)
running like city walls on the N and NW outskirts. Another series of peaks
represented by Mt Dobong (741m) adorn the NE fringe, from which the undulating
range recedes into distant and higher mountains.

Across the Han River flowing E to W on the S part of Seoul are expanses of new
city development areas at the end of which spreads again a chain of mountains
starting with Mt Kwanak (629m). Foreigners are amazed to find here such harmony
of mountains and habitations culminating in the overall natural beauty of the city
site.
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These mountain about cOld, mo t1y of teep granite peaks, had lOod a
natural bulwarks again t foreign inva ion till the end of the 19th Century. \. ilh
pre cnt-da . tran ponalion fa ilitie , thou and of eoulite enjoy mountaineering
on cver'y unday and holida·. Panicularly Mt Bukhan and Dobong have more
than 0 precipilOu peak and have become the o-adle of Korean alpinist as a kind
of a rock gardcn for young climbers ince 1930 or thereabouts.

The fir t cvent or We ternized alpini m in Korca was the asc nt to the ummit of
Mr Baekdu (2744m) b Sir Frail i Younghusband, Briti h explorer and alpinist, in
I 6. Later in 19 6 Mr C. H. Archer, Briti h Vice Con ul to Korea, and a Korean
named Im Mu ucceedcd in rock- limbing the steepe t eparate peak in Mt Bukhan
called 1n u Peak ( 03m). Thi is re ognized a the first in tance of modern rock,
climbing in Korea.

It i hi torically intere ting and meaningful that the Briti h who had climbed
and tudied many highland and mountain of "everal continent introduced the
European geological, explorative mountaineering and modern alpini m (mainly of
rock-climbing) to Korean people at the e peak of metropolitan Seoul. Mountain
climbing in the 1930 was rudimentary peak-hunting but ince 1940 or 0 the
Korean b cam more advanced than tile Japanese in this f'ield with Ihe help of the
Baekt-yeong Club, a Korean alpine club, as their centre organization. They now
tried more sophi ticated pattern u ing combination of face and ridge climbing,
which Europeans u ed in exploring such high peak as the Alp and other noted
mountains of the H imalaya.

Here are some record of the f'irst rock-climbing a cent of peri- eoul peak
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during 1926-45 period. There were 33 routes, mostly consisting of 9 peaks around
and in Mt Bukhan together with 12 on Mt Dobong. At the close ofWorld War II an
independent group called the Korean Alpine Club was started. One should observe
that Korean mountaineering till then was chiefly free climbing wherein pitons were
used only occasionally on routes of Grade IV or over.

However, thanks to the influence from European and American alpinists, rock
climbing courses began quickly increasing as techniques of artificial climbing were
introduced to Koreans step by step. Recently some young members of a climbers'
club conducted a research on the rocks and peaks around Seoul and formally
announced 113 routes in existence. If we exclude the previously mentioned 33
routes, there are more than 80 new routes. Among these are some outstanding
courses including those of Grade V + Al necessitating artificial climbing of
overhangs but a portion of it is a combination on the way or some irregular
interchanges between and among established routes. In the instance of the S wall of
Insu Peak, a web-like pattern of routes has been developed and one can see the
traces of brazen artificial climbing with tens of bolts and pitons pegged in on end
upon rock surfaces. These excesses have led to a call for restrictions preventing
destruction of rock surfaces and encouraging conservation of nature in general.
The use of jam-nuts and grip-fingers for clean climbing is encouraged, the
preference of an increasing number of mountaineers these days. The following are
the details of a few typical alpine routes near Seoul.

Baekwundae Crest (836m) on Mt Bukhan is the highest peak near Seoul and
attracts the largest number of climbers on holidays. Historical records say that a
Baekje king climbed to the summit of this crest in the 18th year BC for construction
of a fortress. King Taejo, the first of the Yi Dynasty, became the first Korean rock
climber by reaching the summit with deft control of a cotton-sheet belt handled as
a sort of climbing rope. Since then only those few brave enough could climb this
crest. In 1926 a group of interested notables collected a fund to carve out stairways
and install iron handrails along the climbing way, which is now one of the ~ost
popular mountain courses near Seoul. The S rock-wall was climbed in 1929 by the
present writer and party, then junior high school students. This is shown here as an
example, for later on there will be descriptions of the grades of routes about Insu
Peak. On Baekw1mdae Crest there are 12 routes altogether.

Insu Peak (803m) is another of the 9 rock-peaks on Mt Bukhan. The total
number of routes r,~aches over 50. Meanwhile, there are 5 hotels of Western and
Korean styles on the piedmont and 5 chalets on the breast of Mt Bukhan, providing
pleasant facilities, as well as mountaineering classes and relief teams at weekends.
Furthermore, there are 8 Buddhist temples with traditional architecture dotting the
quiet corners of the mountain, offering visiting mountaineers serene places of
recuperation intoned with Buddhist monks' scripture chanting.

With no chance of access to high alps as in other countries, Korean alpinists like
to train themselves by simulating a larger scale ascent, carrying out combination
climbing on more than 5 to 10 routes at a time stretching over a few days, thus
trying to reproduce the situation of grand alpinism overseas.

The E coast of the Korean peninsula has been noted since old times for its scenic
charm. Whereas the Wand S coasts are famous for their changeful shorelines
arrayed with 3300 islands and islets, the crystal-blue E coast is blessed with natural
masterpieces along the somewhat monotonous beach of 700 km running closely
parallel to the Taebaek Mountains. Mt Seorak (1708m) is one of the master ranges
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there and full of delicate peaks and streams as beautiful as if drawn in some fine
Oriental brush painting. It has been officially named a national park along with Mt
Halla of Cheju Island and the Buddhistic Mt J ivi (I9 15m) in the central S of the
peninsula. The mountain village of Seorak-dong in the Outer Seorak, about 5
hours drive from Seoul on an express highway, is an easily approachable base like
Chamonix in the Alps.

Mountaineers come to be fascinated by the striking sight of the perpendicular
falls stretching 400m near Towang Fortress approached after about an hour of
climbing bypassing Biryong Falls. The falls, dashing in a white vertical pillar of
spraying downpour, start over a cliff underneath remote Chilseong Peak (I077m)
to form the upper falls of 150m, which are again transformed into the middle
cascades of more than lOOm in length. The lower falls then precipitate over another
lOOm. The whole series of these waterfalls is simply overwhelming and captivating.
A team of young climbers from Seoul succeeded in ascending the 400m of the rock
surface on the right side of this Towang Fortress Falls in 1974 and the same year
also saw the first ascent of the left side surface by some local climbers.

In January every year these falls freeze to become vertical pillars of ice
challenging all Korean alpinists as a sort of training course for climbing of genuine
ice-walls in foreign mountains. After the failure by the first group of challengers in
January of 1968, many a team from various alpinist clubs and universities tried in
vain. There have been a number of slips, including an accident in 1973 which
resulted in the death ofa very capable alpinist. Moreover, some foreign alpinists still
active in the Alps or the Himalaya also tried but only to fail. This huge series of ice
pillars had attracted quite a good number of mountaineers from inside and outside
Korea until in January of 1976 the Dongkuk University team completed the first
ascent of the lower falls by direct climbing after 12 days of patient efforts.

In January 1977 the young members of Crony Alpine Club succeeded in
subjugating the upper and the 'lower falls together 10 years after the first challenge.
The lower falls needed 3 days with 18 pitons while the upper ones required 8 days
with 32 pitons, the last day demanding 18 hours of unrelenting work. It was a
special case of a climbing feat unanimously agreed to be on the level of a Grade VI
ascent. This sort of ice-wall climbing began here when the present WTiter and his
party ascended for the first time in January 1939 the 3-level frozen surfaces of
Ssangyong Falls (Grade III+) in the Inner Seorak. Notable events of similar nature,
to name a few, were the ascent of the frozen gorge (Grade IV) in Cheonbul-dong
area in 1959, the ascent of lOOm frozen falls in Seorak Gorge (Grade V) in 1969 and
also the ascent by the Corean Alpine Club of frozen cascades for over 1200m
(giving 700m of climbing) to reach Daecheong Peak.

The beauty of peaks and rapids are concomitant with ubiquitous falls and
cascades dotting the whole mountain. The art of the Creator has miraculously
produced rocky basins and waterways to hold crystalline dark-blue or emerald
water under waterfalls and upon gorge beds. One typical series of such is the 12km
of a major mountaineering route around Cheonbul-dong, leading from Biseondae
Heights to the summit of Daecheong Peak (I 708m), which has a total of 16 sets of
rocky waterfalls, waterfall basins and stream troughs. One becomes quite busy
appreciating all the scenes.

Rock-climbing on the clusters of ridges in Mt Seorak started with the first ascent
of Ulsan Rock by the members of Baekryeong Club in the 1940s and there are now
13 routes on mountain ridges rating as high as Grade V, AI. Popularity increased
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in the 60s. At pre ent the area i a grand hall of ma ive rocks embra ing Kwonkum
Ca tie Range LO which a cable-car ervice ha been onstructed, the ridge
connecting Madung Ridge (1327m) with the main Daecheong Peak, the range
around Gongyong Ridge, the 7 clu tered range near oi Peak (11 Om), all of
which are in the Outer eorak. There are Bongjeong Range (with 1I ridg and 10
rock-peaks) and 6 other groups of ridge for various climbing routes or ridge
tracking in the Inner eorak.

Becau e of the adequate facilities on Daecheong Peak, tl1e 14km of the shone t
course between Seorak-dong and Cheonbuldong can be tracked in 6 hour.
However, rock- limbing in the form of ridge tracking provides an opportunity for
big- cale a cents of 2 to 5 days with bivouac on the way. The ummit i a crest with
3 pyramidal top . Two kilometre down on the way i Bongjeong-am hrine
(1350m), which i reputed LO be the highe t Buddhi t retreat in Korea. It ha a
dainty, weathered 5- torey LOne pagoda 1300 year old. earb i a newly-built
otlage inn. In the mountains around are 10 Buddhist temple and hrine be ide

7 chalets and inn of re nul atmo phere.
Cheju Island, the largest i land of Korea, is an extinct volcani cone about

150km awa from the S coast of the peninsula. The summit of this onical island i
Mt Halla (1950m), which is, LOgether with the- i land it elf, abundant with myths,
legends, and folklore passed down to the population of 300,000. Contrary to the
mainland, the i land enjoy an oceanic climate. ntil mid-60 the pas age to this
place was quite an enterprise but now airlines and speedboat ervice are plentiful.
Road on the i land have been paved and approaches LO Mt Halla al'e ea y to track,
thus making the ascent to the ummit and back a matter of one day.

The a cent to the ummit of Mt Halla (which i an accumulation of great
volcanic upheavals) begins with choo ing either of the 2 traver ing paved highwa s
running along either E or W of the sweeping piedmont. There are 5 varied routes
of 6-12km toward the summit but the pre ent writer would introduce the
mountain by following the shone t course (6. km) on tl1e SW lope.

In 20 minutes by an automobile from Cheju City one can reach Ipseung
Pavilion (a cottage inn, 1200m) at the entrance of the main course. On the way up
to the 550m level, the rocky te(Tain is covered by low tree and meadow)' gra with
mild undulations loping up to the central ri e. Thi low pan of the piedmont ha

2 The W fau ofMount Hallo (Photo: Klm Keun-won)
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provided ranches for cattle and hunting grounds for the upper class for centuries.
Modernization has recently updated these areas with new ranches of cattle, horses,
sheep, hogs and deer, together with well-cared-for hunting fields and golflinks.

Above this level are thick woods noted for their various characteristic species of
vegetation. Toward Seogwipo Town on the S hem of the island are tangerine and
pineapple farms of subtropical nature, but the piedmont has plants of the
temperate zone, while the upper slopes are rich with flora of the frigid zone. There
are more than 1700 species of plants on Cheju Island comprising about 50% of all
kinds discovered on the Korean peninsula. More than 200 are indigenous species of
Korea and there are about 100 kinds found only on Cheju Island. IUCN has
conducted several studies and scientists and scholars all over the world are showing
much interest in this island.

From Ipseung Pavilion after about 40 minutes of forests there is a rocky belt
where numberless columnar masses of lava in changeful shapes more than lOOm
in size pose on a rocky surface. Ancient poets called these rocks the 500 disciples
of Buddha. This rock pattern is witnessed only here and on the summit alone.
About 360 cones of parasitic volcanoes, large and small, and many natural tunnels
thereof are found scattered on the whole island to modulate the rather
monotonous repetition of simple shoreline and skylines.

The crater on the summit is a surprise to the climbers' eyes with its Ikm
circumference and 50-lOOm of depth. The legendary Baeknokdam Lake lies quiet
on the bottom. Not only the colorful brocade mingling the red, white, black,
brown hues of the volcanic soil and rocks with the green, yellow and other tints of
high-altitude plants but also the grand panorama spreading from the outer walls of
the crater to the shore-rims of the entire island is an eternally unique and moving
experience.

For mountaineering on rocks, ice and snows, Korean climbers periodically try
this summit as if on a pilgrimage. The attempt can, with a combination of different
approaches, be a small-scale exploration with stages of sea voyage, forest venture
and weather seasoning plus hard alpinism. The rocks and the rocky surfaces of S
and W rising to the summit are not long enough to present difficulty, but the fragile
volcanic rocks in an inclement weather of strong winds, rains and snow can offer
challenging conditions to hard trainers. For this reason, more routes are expected
to be discovered in future though there are already several existing routes of Grade
III to V. When the mountain is covered by one of the thickest snows in S Korea, 2
to 3m deep, the whole vast slopes are brilliant with pure whiteness accentuated by
tree-icicles. Also, the E and N routes of9-12km become superb ski runs over the
greater length of the courses. However, the stormy weather characteristic of Cheju
Island beats down for days in succession sometime during winter and there have
been occasional mountaineering accidents of minor significance here. _

Overseas expeditions by Korean alpinists today
The expedition dispatched to Mt Everest from S Korea in 1977 was organized by
the Korean Alpine Federation (KAF), which is a mountaineers' union formed in
1963 by local alpinist groups of all the II S-Korean administrative provinces. A
great advance has been made by the KAF since it attacked Lhotse Shar (8383m) in
197·1. The present enterprise is an expression of the young aggressive ambition
which has been the foundation of the well-organized planning, preparations and
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training for the past 5 years. Reconnaissance has been conducted twice before the
full-scale venture, which has been encouraged by the unstinted support of the
government as well as the Hankook Ilbo, one of the national daily newspapers in
Korea. The entire nation is now expecting a success.

Meanwhile, another expedition is planned for a pre-monsoon ascent of
Annapurna IV in 1978 by the Corean Alpine Club (CAC), which was inaugurated
immediately after the national liberation of 1945. This club currently has more
than 1500 members under its 12 local branches and 120 odd tributary
organizations, all proud of their membership in this fellowship of year-long
standing. With conservative yet liberal management, CAC had helped KAF at the
initial stage of the latter's growth, conducting joint planning and training and
offering experienced advice for the past several years. Since a reconnaissance
attempt at Churen Himal (7363m) in 1969, a few ascents of the Alps and several
others were carried out before the 2 reconnaissance trips to the Annapurna range.
The MBC-TV and the Kyunghyang Shimun, another national daily, are sponsoring
this event, for which hopes are also considerably high.

CAC has analysed the causes of the failures suffered by Korean mountaineering
projects abroad and has come to the conclusion that the Korean alpinists have been
over-ambitious in choosing their targets. By going the steady way, the club wants to
advance rather gradually with development in its unique expertise and without
making the sort of mistakes which would set the club activities and morale far
backward.

Mountains and mountaineering in Korea present, in many ways, some aspeus
of the national and social upheaval the Korean peoples are undergoing nowadays.

A summer in Gilgit (1975) Pt 11
Rob Collister

Within a week of Rob and Dave's arrival we were in a position to climb something.
It was not one of the Kukuay peaks but it was a mountain, and after the frustra
tions of the previous weeks, that was the main thing.

The auguries had seemed auspicious when, only an hour after reaching the
village of Naltar by jeep, we had hired 3 porters and were on our way. And they
were not proved wrong. Two short days of walking through a landscape of water
falls, pine trees and flower filled meadows, very different from anything I had seen
since the Ushu Gol in Swat, took us to a height of 3700m. Beside the stony and
chaotic Shani glacier, at the foot of grass slopes where delicious rhubarb grew in
profusion and where, to our astonishment, not only goats and cattle but even some
water-buffalo were grazing, we paid off the porters.

Nearby, a convenient spur ran up through pastures and steep scree to the
corniced crest of a 4600m ridge separating the Naltar from the Daintar valley.
Despite the usual problems associated with unfitness and acclimatization-head
aches, lassitude, loss of appetite-during the next 4 days we transferred ourselves
and our belongings to the top of the ridge, traversed perhaps a mile along it, and
continued over a small peak of 5029m. This peak had been attempted in 1970 by an
English party (thwarted by bad weather) and christened Snow Dome. The name
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